
Writing For Pleasure principle in focus  
Reading, sharing and talking about writing 

 

Description of the principle 
In writing workshop, children are given ample 
opportunities to share and discuss with others 
(including teachers) their own and others’ writing in 
order to give and receive constructive criticism and 
celebrate achievement. The writing community 
begins to build its own ways of talking and thinking 
as writers. This happens best when the writing 
environment is positive and settled in tone and has 
a sense of fostering a community of writers. 
 

What Writing For Pleasure teachers do 
● Children are given ample opportunity to 

share and discuss with others (including 
their writer-teacher) their own and others’ 
writing in order to give and receive 
constructive criticism, writerly advice and celebrate achievement. 

● Writing is seen as a social act, and dialogic talk is important at all stages of the writing process. 
● Children are encouraged to talk about the content of their writing, their writing processes, and to share 

any techniques or strategies they thought were working particularly well for them. 
● Whilst talk is an integral part of any writing time, so is maintaining a low level of noise to avoid disturbing 

fellow writers. 
 

Questions to consider 
● Is writing seen as a social act in your classroom? 
● Do you see talk as vital to the process of writing? Is there is an emphasis on writing-related talk? 
● Do you ritually, give children ample time for reading and discussing their writing with each other at 

different stages of the writing process? 
● Do you understand the power of children sharing their finished pieces in the class library and beyond? 
● Do you model and take part in children talking about and reflecting on writing, including: what they’ve 

done, what they are thinking of doing, what they’ve learnt and/or what their writing goals are? 
● Do you talk is about writing content, writing structures and the writing processes? 

 
 
Why not share an example of your own writing practice? Visit: writing4pleasure.com  
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